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ABSTRACT A management strategy evaluation framework was used to simulate multiple populations making up a management or quota zone for Australian blacklip abalone (Haliotis rubra). The simulation was conditioned on the properties of blacklip
abalone and its ﬁshery on the east coast of Tasmania. Abalone are well known for exhibiting spatial heterogeneity in their
biological properties. Each population in the simulation was represented by a size-based population dynamics model and had
biological properties of growth, maturation, emergence from crypsis, and mortality speciﬁc to each population; the range of these
properties varies to different degrees in the different quota zones around Tasmania. The simulation was used to compare the
effects of applying different legal minimum length (LML) regulations on the ﬁshery. Because of spatial heterogeneity in growth,
a single LML within a zone has always been a compromise between underprotecting some populations and overprotecting others.
The simulation was used to determine the protection afforded the overall mature biomass and the variation likely among different
populations, and how these populations then responded to exploitation. In addition, when setting an LML within a zone, an
analysis was made, using the simulation, of the potential trade-offs between the total allowable catch (TAC), the number of
abalone needed to take that TAC, the proportion of the mature biomass protected by the LML, and the stock depletion level after
ﬁshing with different LMLs but the same TAC.
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INTRODUCTION

In Tasmania, the management of the abalone ﬁshery (95%
blacklip abalone, Haliotis rubra and 5% greenlip abalone
Haliotis laevigata) uses a number of regulatory instruments
(Tarbath & Gardner 2011). These include (1) divers require an
abalone license (123 available); (2) a total allowable catch
(TAC) is allocated as individual transferable quota in 5 different
quota zones around the state, plus a separate greenlip quota;
(3) to distribute effort further, catch caps are placed on some
statistical reporting blocks within zones, and these caps are
effectively loose competitive TACs; and (4) each zone has at
least 1 legal minimum length (LML). In addition, ad hoc block
closures are sometimes put in place in areas thought to need
resting. The spatial management measures (zones, TACs, catch
caps, and ad hoc closures) aim to distribute the catch in a
manner that avoids local depletion whereas the different LMLs
around the state aim to preserve some (unspeciﬁed and unknown) level of spawning biomass. All of these management
tools are commonly used elsewhere.
In Tasmania, the guideline for setting the LML for a zone is
to estimate the average size at maturity and then add 2 y of
growth. Although there are no prescribed methods for how to
do this, in practice, the average growth increase expected for
2 y is added to the average size at 50% maturity; the expected
growth increments are those predicted by the inverse logistic
(Haddon et al. 2008). Unfortunately, there is a great deal of
spatial heterogeneity among separate populations of abalone
in terms of their biological properties relating to growth and
maturity. Thus, any LML selected for relatively large geographical areas (like a quota zone) is always a compromise between
providing more than 2 y protection to the relatively slow-growing
populations and less than 2 y of protection to the faster growing
populations. Because of this problem, despite the so-called 2-y
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rule being included in the Tasmanian abalone management plan
(currently under revision), in practice, it can only be used as a
guideline rather than a regulation.
Initially, in Tasmania, the LML was set statewide at 127 mm
in 1962, but now each zone has its own minimum length regulations; Tarbath and Gardner (2011) provide a detailed history
of developments. Even within a zone different areas can have
a different LMLs if the variation of localized abalone populations makes that desirable, although no zone currently has more
than 2 LMLs (Fig. 1). Because of the compromise nature of the
protection afforded different populations by a given LML, suggestions for changing an LML are often controversial among
the abalone industry. Increasing an LML will increase the protection of mature biomass, with currently unknown but assumed precautionary consequences, but it will also lead to a
reduction in the amount of catch that can be taken from some
of the less productive populations. Assuming the TAC is not
reduced, increasing an LML will thus lead to greater pressure
being placed on more productive populations. This increased
pressure may be offset by the larger abalone weighing more,
which implies that fewer abalone would be required to make
up the same weight of catch. However, if the LML is increased
too much, then fewer animals will be able to grow to legal size,
catches will be reduced, and the quality of the product may decline because older individuals are sometimes reported to develop thicker shells, have a lower relative meat yield, and even
develop a discoloration of the foot tissues. Discussions about
what constitutes the most appropriate LML for different stocks
are hampered because it remains unknown what level of mature
biomass protection is required to secure a stockÕs sustainability.
It is also unknown what level of protection is provided to the
spawning biomass by a given LML, or how changing an LML
might affect the potential catch from an area, either as weight
or in terms of the number of individuals needed to take a given
catch.
A number of abalone ﬁsheries around the world have exhibited signiﬁcant declines in their production (Hobday et al.
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of mature biomass expected from different LMLs and the range
of protection levels afforded populations having different productivity. At the same time, the trade-off between the TAC, the
numbers required to take the TAC, and the proportion of mature
biomass protected by different LMLs were assessed by determining the TACs that led to the same target level of stock depletion under different prescribed LMLs.
The objectives of the work were, therefore, (1) to develop
a simulation framework capable of mimicking an abalone
ﬁshery made up of numerous populations, each with somewhat
different biological properties; (2) to determine the proportion
of mature biomass secured by different LMLs in simulated
populations with known properties; and (3) to determine the
trade-off between LML and number of abalone required to take
a TAC while inducing the same level of depletion of mature
biomass in a simulated ﬁshed population.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1. Schematic map of Tasmania with the recent articulation of
different legal minimum lengths (LMLs) in millimeters for blacklip
abalone (Haliotis rubra) around Tasmania, Australia. Solid lines separate
different quota zones; dashed lines indicate LML subdivisions within
zones. Revisions are continually being suggested, with recent attention
being paid to the Northeast and Northwest, both of which are in the same
quota zone.

2001, Hamasaki & Kitada 2008, Neuman et al. 2010, SearcyBernal et al. 2010), and although the exact reasons for such
declines are varied, an important aspect is a failure to recruit in
adequate numbers to maintain the stocks. Being relatively
sedentary, the successful reproduction of abalone is sensitive
to the effects of severe depletion brought on by ﬁshing, disease, or
environmental change (e.g., sea temperature and weed cover).
Although disease and environmental changes are not easily
managed, depletion of mature biomass brought about by
ﬁshing should be manageable through the combined inﬂuence
of an LML and a TAC. Trade-offs are expected between the
TAC set and the LML selected to avoid depletion of mature
biomass. The risk of depletion of the mature biomass is likely
to be greater if catches are close to and potentially higher than
the maximum productivity of a stock. In such cases, setting an
LML that secures a proportion of the mature biomass becomes
important for ensuring sustainability. If, however, the TAC is
low relative to the productivity, then the LML can be set at
a lower size, with a lower risk of depleting mature biomass. This
trade-off could be useful if smaller sizes commanded premium
prices in commercial markets, which has sometimes happened
in the Tasmanian live export market; however, the exact character of this trade-off is currently unknown. In terms of contributing to sustainable ﬁshing, because the weight-at-length
relationship is exponential, the numbers of abalone required to
take a given TAC will be less with a larger LML; this is also part
of the trade-offs that should be considered when setting an LML.
Here we present how we use a management strategy evaluation simulation framework (Appendix 1) to examine how different LMLs interact with a typical range of biological variation
exhibited within a simulated abalone quota zone and lead to an
array of different protection levels across the various populations. In this way, we can determine the proportional protection

The Simulation Framework

Spatial structuring is a fundamental aspect of an abalone
stock, and this is included by simulating multiple, separate
populations (in this case, 70), each with its own set of particular
biological properties. The choice of 70 separate populations
enabled the full range of biological properties to be expressed
given the random allocation of values, but the actual number of
populations is arbitrary and the management strategy evaluation framework can simulate as many or as few as wanted. Each
population is based on a model with size-structured population
dynamics. Each size-structured model has 105 length classes
of 2 mm between 2 mm and 210 mm, with the 210-mm size class
acting as a plus group that sums any animals predicted to
grow larger than this by the predicted growth dynamics. The sex
ratio is assumed to be 1:1 and the sexes are not distinguished, but
there are separate vectors of numbers-at-size for the cryptic and
emergent components of the stock; this was necessary because
the size at emergence differs among populations, which in turn
affects the availability of different size classes. The time step is
annual, with natural mortality being implemented in 2 halves,
with the remaining dynamics in between so as to spread the
effects of natural mortality across the implied annual dynamics. All recruitment is into the cryptic component and all
ﬁshing mortality is imposed on the emergent component.
Growth is described using a size-transition matrix (see Appendix 1, Eqs (5) and (6)), with somewhat different growth for
each population. Because the emergent and cryptic components are modeled separately, the model equations differ from
earlier size-structured models (e.g., Breen et al. 2003), particularly in the annual dynamics and in the model initiation
(Appendix 1). The dynamics involve interactions between
growth, survivorship, and recruitment (as in previous models),
but the interactions between the emergent and cryptic components of each population can also be important.
Biological Data

There is insufﬁcient information available to ﬁt the simulation framework to a real quota zone in any of the jurisdictions
within Australia. Although there are detailed and adequate
amounts of catch and catch rate data, data on growth and on
size at maturity are only available in sufﬁcient quantities to
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Figure 2. Examples of variation observed in the biological properties of populations of blacklip abalone (Haliotis rubra) at different sites around
Tasmania. (Top left) Spread of the predicted average growth increments for 27 different populations. (Top right) Observed maximum lengths seen in 122
different sites. (Middle left) The distribution of the size at 50% maturity at 258 sites east of longitude 146.5. (Middle right) The distribution of the
expected weight at length at 122 sites (truncated at the maximum length observed at each site). (Bottom left) The relationship between size at maturity
and maximum observed length (both the relationship and its variability are required in the simulations). (Bottom right) The relationship between the 2
parameters, a and b, of the weight-at-length relationship (Eq (9)).

reinforce the intuition from previous studies that abalone stocks
are spatially heterogeneous in their biological properties at small
spatial scales (Fig. 2), potentially as small as tens to hundreds of
meters (Prince et al. 1987, Helidoniotis et al. 2011). However, by
selecting some of the biological properties at random from the
range available (generally characterized with either normal or
log-normal distributions), then simple linear and nonlinear
relationships between variables can be used to determine related
parameters in equations describing processes such as growth, size
at maturity, and size at emergence. Thus, for example, it was only
necessary to select 2 out of the 3 parameters describing growth in
each population because there was a tightly ﬁtting linear surface
relationship found among the 3 growth parameters across the 27
populations studied for growth characteristics. In an analogous
fashion, there was a tightly ﬁtting logarithmic relationship between the 2 parameters describing the weight-at-length relationship for 122 separate populations, which could be used to simplify
the allocation of this biological property to each simulated population. Not only were there relationships among the parameters
of curves describing particular biological properties, but also
there were relationships among the various biological properties
within populations. For example, populations that have a smaller
size at maturity also have a smaller maximum length and often
a lower weight-to-shell length relationship (Fig. 2). These variables all have an inﬂuence on the relative productivity of different
populations. Using these relationships simpliﬁed the conditioning
of the simulation framework onto a particular quota zone using
the data available in Tasmania. The equations describing the

dynamics, and the supporting equations describing growth, size at
maturity, weight at length, selectivity, size at emergence, and
other processes affecting the biology and ﬁshery for each
population are detailed in Appendix 1.
Calculation of Mature Biomass Protected

There are numerous ways in which an estimate of the
proportion of mature or spawning biomass protected in a given
population by a given LML can be calculated. Here we compare
the total unﬁshed mature biomass or Bzero, BSp
0 , estimated by
applying Eq (11) to the equilibrium unﬁshed size structure,
obtained from Eqs (23) and (24), with the unﬁshed mature
biomass vulnerable to ﬁshing, BM
0 , estimated using Eq (12).
Observations from the ﬁshery imply that the use of logistic
selectivity around the LML is more appropriate than assuming
knife-edged selectivity at the LML, as in Eq (17). However the
vulnerable mature biomass is calculated, the proportion, PSp, of
mature biomass protected by a given LML in any year t is

PSp ¼

M
BSp
0  B0

BSp
0


:

(1)

This represents the maximum amount of protected spawning
biomass, because when the stock begins to be depleted (i.e., the
subscript time is no longer 0), this can also lower the amount of
spawning biomass below the LML.
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Simulating a Quota Zone

A quota zone is deﬁned as a subdivision of the overall ﬁshery
that includes multiple populations (in this case, 70 populations),
but are managed with the same LML. To explore the effect of
different LML values on the level of protection afforded a
particular quota zone, replicate simulations consisting of 70
populations were generated. The production curve for each
population was characterized numerically by repeatedly applying an array of constant harvest rates (0.01–0.4 in steps of 0.01),
each for 50 y, to estimate the equilibrium yield and concomitant
depletion level at each harvest rate; 50 y was always sufﬁcient
to achieve equilibrium. The number of simulations for each
population was thus 40 different harvest rates at 10 different
LMLs (121–127 mm, and 130–140 mm in steps of 2 mm), giving
a total of 400. Each of the 40 different harvest rates gave rise to
an equilibrium yield. The maximum sustainable yield (MSY)
across the zone for each LML scenario was thus estimated by
ﬁnding the maximum equilibrium yield possible by summing
the individual equilibrium yields from each of the 70 populations for each harvest rate. For each population, the proportion
of the mature biomass protected by each of the given LML
scenarios was calculated using Eq (1), and the average for the
M
zone was obtained by using the sums of the 70 BSp
0 and B0 .
The biological minimum length (BML) is the outcome of
applying the 2-y rule to each population separately. The curves
describing the proportion mature at a given size and the growth
characteristics were different for each population, so the BML
also varied among the 70 populations.
Simulating Catching the TAC

Before exploring further the dynamics relating to alternative
LMLs, each zone was depleted to approximately 0.4B0 by applying a constant harvest rate until the desired depletion level
was approximated. This initial depletion was used to simulate
the behavior of an active ﬁshery, rather than always starting
with pristine, unﬁshed populations.
The relative productivity of each population was characterized by determining what proportion of the total MSY was
generated in each population. Catches were allocated to each
population by multiplying the TAC by this vector of proportions and adding a small amount of normal random noise. The
individual catches were applied to randomly selected populations and to prevent the TAC being excessively over- or undercaught, once 25, and again once 50, populations had been
exposed to ﬁshing the remaining TAC was reallocated to the
remaining unﬁshed populations, which would either increase or
decrease their respective catches appropriately. Each simulation
consisted of 50 replicates of 70 populations ﬁshed for 50 y, and
each year the numbers required to take the predicted catch were
estimated using Eq (18). This simulation implies that some
populations may become overﬁshed whereas others are possibly
underﬁshed, which reﬂects the variation in localized catch levels
and assumed depletion levels seen in the Tasmanian ﬁshery
(Tarbath & Gardner 2011).

122 mm, 127 mm, 132 mm, or 138 mm. By setting LMLs also of
122 mm, 127 mm, 132 mm, and 138 mm for each of the 4 BMLs,
it was possible to consider how the MSY and the proportion of
the mature biomass protected by the LML varied across the
16 possible combinations. Naturally, the combinations with
the smaller BMLs (from a smaller size at maturity) generated
smaller MSYs, because the average maximum size was also
smaller; comparisons were thus limited to the 4 LMLs within
each BML.
The Number of Abalone Required for a Given Catch

The LML for blacklip abalone on the Tasmanian east coast
has previously been 127 mm but is now 138 mm, which is a
compromise reﬂecting the BML observed across more than 200
east coast populations (unpubl. data). To examine the effect of
these 2 LMLs, relative to the average BML, on the number of
abalone required to achieve the same catch and the same level
of depletion, comparisons were made of outcomes when LMLs
of 127 mm and 138 mm were applied to 50 replicate zones that
had an average BML of 138 mm. With 70 populations, the total
MSY across each of these replicate zones was approximately
750 t (more precisely, the values were 756 t at an LML of
127 mm and 751 t at an LML of 138 mm). The simulations applied 4 different TACs (650 t, 675 t, 700 t, and 750 t) at the 2
different LMLs. Before imposing any ﬁshing, each replicate zone
was depleted to approximately 0.4 B0 by iteratively searching for
and applying the ﬁshing mortality, which, when applied repeatedly, generates the required 0.4 B0. With each predepleted
replicate zone, the selected TAC was applied in each year for 50 y,
and in each year the actual catch, the mature biomass, the
depletion level across the zone, and the number of abalone taken
in the catch are recorded. The median values in each year for
these 4 variables, across the 50 replicates, were then compared
across the 4 TAC levels and the 2 LML settings.
RESULTS
Individual Populations

Within individual populations, the size at 50% maturity and
the BML interact with the growth characteristics to inﬂuence
the proportional numbers at size and, in conjunction with the
LML, the proportion of mature biomass secured from ﬁshing
pressure (Fig. 3). A larger size at maturity correlates to a larger
L50 growth parameter, and, even when the other growth
parameters remain the same, this leads to abalone growing to
a larger and heavier ﬁnal size. When the LML aligns with the
BML, then the proportion of the mature biomass protected from
ﬁshing tends to be just above ;20% (Fig. 3). However, if the
LML is set above the BML, the protection can become much
greater, which would prevent access to a signiﬁcant proportion of
the animals in such populations. Alternatively, if the LML is set
too small, then the proportion protected can be relatively small,
which could lead to sustainability problems (Fig. 3).
The Range of Protection Within Zones

The Impact of Different LMLs on Yield and Spawning Biomass Protected

Size-at-maturity values were selected such that zones containing 70 populations could be simulated with BMLs, averaged over 20 replicate zones, that approximated 4 chosen sizes:

When the size at 50% maturity is set such that the expected
BML averaged across 20 simulated zones should be 138 mm the
spread of the MaxDL, from Eq (7), the size at maturity, the maximum length, and the BML are all described by approximately
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Figure 3. The unﬁshed size distributions of emergent abalone when the size at 50% maturity (vertical gray line) is 105.3 mm and 116.3, leading to
biological minimum length (BML) values of 127 mm and 138 mm, respectively. In each graph, the dotted line is the curve describing the proportion
mature at a given size. The left-hand selectivity curve, the dashed line, is centered around 127 mm; and the right-hand selectivity curve, the solid line, is
around 138 mm. With a BML of 127 mm, the mature biomass protected by a legal minimum length (LML) of 127 mm was 20.0%, but was 47.0% with
an LML of 138 mm. With a BML of 138 mm, the mature biomass protected in this population by an LML of 127 mm was only 7.1% and was 22.2% with
an LML of 138 mm.

normal distributions. However, the unﬁshed mature biomass, B0,
and MSY are both distributed in a log-normal fashion (Fig. 4).
This general pattern was common across each predetermined
BML. For the BML of 138 mm, the range of maximum yields
extended to just above 70 t and the percent protection of mature
biomass ranged from 5.5%–66.6%, although the higher levels of
protection were mostly limited to those populations with maximum yields less than 10 t. If the percent of mature biomass
protected is plotted against the related size at maturity and the
MSY for each population, the relative protection is distributed
unevenly across its range, with fewer populations having the
smallest size-at-maturity values (Fig. 5). Most of the populations

with the highest levels of mature biomass protection only have
relatively low expected yields. Combinations of high yield and
high protection do not appear common (Fig. 5), reﬂecting that the
highest yields are likely to derive from populations that grow
fastest and largest.
Percent Protection of Mature Biomass with Increasing LML

When replicate zones are simulated, the variation in the
average BML generated in each zone becomes evident, and the
effect of different LMLs on the percent protection afforded
the mature biomass can be illustrated (Fig. 6). In each of the

Figure 4. The properties of 70 abalone populations in a simulated zone in which the mean biological minimum length (BML) across 20 simulated zones is
expected to be 138 mm. MaxDL is one of the parameters describing growth, the maximum length is the length after 23 y of growth, and the BML is the
biological minimum length, where the vertical line is the average for this example zone at 137.5 mm. MSY, maximum sustainable yield.
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Figure 5. With a biological minimum length of 137.5 mm and a legal minimum length of 138 mm, the average percent protection of mature biomass was
23.2% (the horizontal line in both graphs), with a range from 5.4–63.5%. The total maximum sustainable yield across the zone was 756.9 t, with a range
across populations from 0.9–47.4 t.

4 cases, when the LML matches the average BML, approximately 20% of the mature biomass is afforded protection,
although a BML of 122 mm leads to protection slightly less than
20%, and that from a 138-mm BML being slightly more. If the
LML is set at or more than 10 mm below the BML, the percent
protection of mature biomass declines below 10%. The trends
representing the average percent protection for each BML are
all approximately parallel to each other (Fig. 6). The variation
within each zone is much greater than the averages between
zones (compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 6).
Variation of MSY with LML

The LML imposed on replicate zones inﬂuences the selectivity of ﬁshing, and this in turn inﬂuences the average MSY
across each set of replicate zones. For each of 4 average BML
scenarios (122 mm, 127 mm, 132 mm, and 138 mm), the MSY
varied in a smooth manner, depending on the imposed LML

Figure 6. The percent protection afforded mature biomass at 10 different
LML for four different average BML values. For each combination of
BML and LML, the lines in each case are the average protection level. The
ﬁne horizontal line is at 20% protection. The top line and data points relate
to the BML of 122 mm while the bottom line and points relate to the BML
of 138 mm.

(Fig. 7). In each of the 4 cases, the maximum MSY is always
predicted to occur at an LML that is 2–4 mm smaller than the
associated BML (so, the percent protected mature biomass is
less than 20%). There is a transition of the curves from a shallow
dome shape for the BML of 138 mm, with a maximum at an
LML of 134 mm, to a continually declining curve for the BML
of 122 mm, with its maximum at the lowest LML of 121 mm
(Fig. 7). The curves for the BML of 132 mm and 138 mm are
relatively ﬂat but slightly domed. In the simulations, with a
BML of 138 mm, the average MSY at an LML of 138 mm was
approximately 5 t less than at an LML of 127 mm (<1%
difference). However, for the BML-138-mm case, given that the
overall mean across all replicate zones and different LMLs was
726 t, and the range across individual zones was 558–915 t,

Figure 7. The manner in which the average maximum sustainable yield
(MSY) across 20 replicate zones changes relative to 40 combinations of 4
biological minimum lengths (BMLs; 122 mm, 127 mm, 132 mm, and 138
mm) and 10 legal minimum lengths (LMLs; 121 mm, 123 mm, 125 mm,
127 mm, 130 mm, 132 mm, 134 mm, 136 mm, 138 mm, and 140 mm). The
maximum size and weight of abalone are inﬂuenced by the BML, so the
absolute MSY for the BML of 122 mm was naturally smaller than that
generated by a BML of 138 mm. The circled points are where the average
BML matches the LML; these are never at the maxima of each curve.
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Figure 8. The average increase in the percent of numbers needed to catch the same total allowable catch (TAC) when the biological minimum length is
138 mm and the legal minimum length (LML) is 138 mm relative to an LML of 127 mm. The numbers at the top left of each graph are the TAC applied.
There were 50 replicate zones in each case.

a difference of 5 t is not signiﬁcant. A similar argument could be
made for the BML-132-mm case; however, for the BML127-mm case, although an LML of 121 mm suggests an MSY
only 2 t greater, an LML of 132 mm would lower the expected
TAC by 20 t (3.4%), and an LML of 138 mm would lower the
TAC by 73 t (12.1%). For populations with smaller BMLs,
imposing a smaller LML than the BML affects the MSY far less
than imposing a larger LML (Fig. 7).
Changes in Numbers of Abalone in the Catch with LML

When the LML is smaller, the ﬁshery can take smaller and
lighter abalone, so the expectation is that, for a given zone, the
number of animals needed to land a given TAC will be greater
for an LML of 127 mm than for an LML of 138 mm. In terms of
the percentage increase in numbers of abalone required when
fulﬁlling the TAC at 127 mm rather than 138 mm, both the average increase in the percentage and the spread of the increases
required become larger as the TAC increases; in all cases, an
average increase of more than 10% is required (Fig. 8). Given
that the numbers required for a TAC between 650 t and 750 t are
between 1,360,000 and 1,830,000, the differences between using
an LML of 127 mm and 138 mm can vary between 148,000 and
236,000 animals depending on the TAC imposed (Table 1).
In this simulation, the percent protection afforded the
mature biomass by the 2 different LMLs of 127 mm and
138 mm was 8.1% and 22.2%, respectively. Applying a different
given TAC for 50 y led to different ﬁnal depletion levels for the 2
treatments. To obtain the same depletion level required taking
a smaller TAC with the LML of 127 mm. The simulated zones
had an average total MSY of about 750 t, and applying a TAC
of 750 t with an LML of 138 mm led to the median depletion
after 50 y approaching a new equilibrium of approximately
30% B0, whereas a TAC of 675 t led to the zones remaining at
approximately 40% B0. With an LML of 127 mm, a TAC of
650 t was required to achieve approximate stability, but a TAC
of 750 t led to the median depletion across the replicated zones
declining steadily downward to approximately 22% B0, with no
indication of the stock reaching equilibrium (Fig. 9, Table 1).
To obtain a depletion level of 40% B0 after 50 y of ﬁshing at an
LML of 127 mm, one needs a TAC of 650 t, but at an LML of
138 mm, a TAC of 675 t can be taken. As the TAC allocated gets
closer to the total MSY, then the difference between the 2 LMLs

to get the same depletion level increases. Thus, to ﬁnish at approximately 30% depletion, a TAC of about 700 t and 750 t
is required by the 127-mm and 138-mm LMLs, respectively
(Fig. 9, Table 1).
Fishing at an LML of 127 mm when the BML is 138 mm
greatly affects the size distribution of emergent abalone. By
summing the size distributions of emergent abalone across the
70 populations, in either case the resulting size distributions
after 50 y of ﬁshing at 750 t are very different (Fig. 10). The size
distribution when ﬁshing at an LML of 138 mm is relatively
steep, from about 138 mm up to about 165 mm, and the mode
of legal animals is highest at the LML. Fishing at an LML of
127 mm, the size distribution is ﬂatter between 127 mm and
about 165 mm, but the mode of the ﬁshed animals is at 130 mm
rather than 127 mm (Fig. 10). The range of the size distribution
when the stock is at 40% B0 is wider when ﬁshing at an LML of
127 mm relative to ﬁshing at an LML of 138 mm, ranging from
127–181 mm relative to 138–170 mm.
DISCUSSION

This appears to be the ﬁrst time that a size-structured simulation model has been used to examine interactions between the

TABLE 1.

The numbers of abalone required to take a given total allowable catch (TAC) when the biological minimum length is 138
mm under 2 different legal minimum lengths (LMLs).
LML 127 mm

LML 138 mm

TAC Increase (%)* Depletion† n (1,000s)‡ Depletion† n (1,000s) ‡
650
675
700
750

10.5
10.6
11.1
12.7

0.401
0.357
0.332
0.224

1,509
1,603
1,688
1,832

0.432
0.403
0.352
0.315

1,361
1,428
1,492
1,596

* The average percent increase in numbers, across 50 replicate zones and
50 y, required to take the same TAC under an LML of 127 mm rather
than an LML of 138 mm. All simulated zones started at a depletion level
very close to 0.4B0. † The median stock level after 50 y of applying the
TAC. ‡The median numbers required to take the TAC in the 50th year of
ﬁshing.
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Individual Populations

Figure 9. Different responses of a zone with a biological minimum length
of 138 mm leading to an average total maximum sustainable yield of ;750 t
depleted to approximately 0.40 B0 and then exposed to 50 y of 4 different
total allowable catch (TAC) levels. The top graph illustrates the imposition of an LML of 138 mm whereas the bottom graph indicates the
response under an LML of 127 mm. The 2 horizontal gray lines are at 0.20
B0 and 0.35 B0. Note the y-axis begins at 0.1 B0. The top line in both cases
relates to a TAC of 650 t; the bottom line, a TAC of 750 t.

LML, the TAC, the percent mature biomass protection, and the
number of animals needed to take a given catch. The use of such
a simulation is the only plausible way to examine the trade-offs
between the objectives of maximizing the TAC, maximizing the
proportion of the mature biomass protected, and minimizing the
numbers of abalone required to take a given catch.
The origin of the 2-y rule used for setting the LML in
Tasmania appears to have been simple intuition, although in
Tasmania essentially the same rule (allowing 2 y of signiﬁcant
spawning) is used to set the minimum size for scallops (Pecten
fumatus). In Australia, Tasmania appears to be the only state
that attempts to make an explicit relationship between the size
at maturity and the LML imposed on particular abalone
ﬁsheries.

The maximum yield per recruit (an equilibrium concept) for
blacklip abalone appears to occur at sizes a few millimeters
smaller than the BML, as evidenced by the maximum MSY for
a particular BML always occurring with an LML between 2 mm
and 4 mm smaller than the BML. For the most highly productive populations, if the LML is approximately close to the
BML, there is little difference in the potential yield and the
proportion of the mature biomass protected brought about by
small adjustments in the precise LML implemented. However,
for less productive populations (with smaller BMLs), changes
in potential yield and proportion of mature biomass protected
were more sensitive to increases in LML. This reﬂects the continued debate in Tasmania about setting LML values in the north
of the state where both growth and size at maturity tend to be
expressed at smaller sizes, and is also far more variable than
farther south, leading to greater difﬁculty in ﬁnding a compromise LML that is effective across large geographical areas.
Individual Zones

The relationship between the proportion of mature (spawning) biomass protected, the BML (size at maturity plus 2 y of
growth), and the LML imposed is a simple rising curve (Fig. 6).
It suggests that the use of the 2-y rule is a reasonable compromise when adopting a wide-ranging LML. When the LML
approximates the average BML, then it prevents excessive underand overprotection within a zone. However, if a zone is ﬁshed
using an LML that is 5–10 mm smaller than the BML, then
there is a much greater risk of depletion for any given TAC
than if ﬁshing closer to the BML. Conversely, if the LML is set
5–10 mm above the BML, then—especially for populations with
smaller BMLs—there can be very great overprotection such that
signiﬁcant losses in potential yield will occur (Fig. 7).
It should be noted that the time taken for depletion to occur
can be quite extended. In the simulations, dropping whole
zones from about 0.4B0 to about 0.2B0 could take 50 y. However, in that time, some of the component populations within
the zone became so depleted that commercial ﬁshing was no

Figure 10. The expected size distribution of emergent abalone with an average biological minimum length of 138 mm and a total maximum sustainable
yield of 751 t, ﬁshed at 750 t. In each case, the outer curve is the unﬁshed size distribution and the lower curve is after 50 y of ﬁshing at 750 t, leading to
depletion levels of 31.5% and 22.4% B0 for the 138 mm and 127 mm legal minimum lengths (LMLs), respectively. The depletion level relates to the
mature biomass both below the LML and any residual biomass above the LML.
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longer viable. If the ﬁshing were occurring at levels well above
the sustainable yields, then depletion times could be much
shorter.
Given the variation typically observed within a quota zone,
it is the case that a single LML constitutes a compromise between underprotecting some populations and overprotecting
others. However, populations that are highly productive as well
as overprotected appear to be uncommon. This is understandable because most highly productive populations are only
highly productive in absolute terms because their members
grow large and heavy relatively quickly. Very highly protected
populations would undoubtedly be underused; however, to be
so overprotected implies that their size at maturity must be small
relative to many other populations within the zone, and it is
highly unlikely they would be very productive. Nevertheless,
individual divers may have localities with which they are familiar made effectively unavailable given an increase in LML, so
controversy will undoubtedly remain. The dome shape of the
MSY-to-LML curves for the higher BML values (132 mm and
138 mm) indicate that smaller LMLs in such circumstances may
lead to growth overﬁshing. Increasing the LML in this circumstance may lead to increased yields from such populations that
would mitigate any increased impacts expected on the more
highly productive populations.
Variation of MSY and Numbers of Abalone Caught with LMLs

The intuition that increasing an LML would lead to a serious
decline in the available yield from a zone appears valid when a
zone is already being ﬁshed close to its average BML. However,
if a zone was being ﬁshed with an LML well below its average
BML (for example, TasmaniaÕs east coast has an average BML
of approximately 138 mm but was originally ﬁshed at 127 mm),
then potential yields would not decline to any large extent by
moving the LML closer to the BML. An additional advantage
would be that the number of animals required to take an equivalent TAC would be expected to decline by at least 10% because
they become larger and heavier. Despite this decrease in the
number of abalone harvested, the larger LML (127–138 mm)
decreases the exploitable biomass by more than 10%, so that the
ﬁshing mortality rate will automatically be larger (the same
TAC from a smaller exploitable biomass equals a higher harvest
or ﬁshing mortality rate). This does not automatically imply
a lower catch rate, because the catchability of the larger abalone
may be rather different from the relatively smaller animals. But,
because of this effect, large changes should not be made to LML
values to avoid rapid changes in the ﬁshery.
In the north of Tasmania, where BMLs can be much smaller,
it seems likely that there remain regions in which the LML is
inappropriately high, and this is preventing the reasonable
harvest of available resources. Experimental trials using smaller
LMLs have been used in the northwest in deﬁned regions, and
discussions and revisions of LML boundaries and levels are
ongoing.
The expected difference in the size distribution of legal-size
abalone under 2 different LMLs is large. When the zone is
depleted to approximately 0.4 B0, the size distribution under an
LML of 127 mm is wider than under an LML of 138 mm (Fig.
10). This implies that the ﬁshery under an LML of 138 mm would
be more dependent on new recruits than when under an LML of
127 mm. The size distribution available for capture is another
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one of the trade-offs that should be considered when selecting
a particular LML for a zone. If the size distribution found with
the 127-mm LML is preferred, then a more conservative TAC
would be required to counterbalance the reduction in protection of the mature biomass so that the impact of the TAC on
depletion levels remains stable. Currently, it is still unknown
what level of spawning biomass to protect using an LML to
ensure against a stock collapse.
Protection of Mature Biomass

The east coast of Tasmania was ﬁshed at 127 mm from 1962
to 1987, after which the statewide LML was increased to 132 mm;
this was increased in the eastern zone to 136 mm in 2002 and
138 mm at the end of 2006. This means that, for decades, many
populations on the east coast only had relatively minor mature
biomass protection. These circumstances make such populations vulnerable to failure in recruitment success. If severe
depletion of underprotected populations coincides with 1 or 2 y
of negligible recruitment, then the spawning biomass could be
reduced to very low levels, leading to effective collapse for these
populations. This is one potential explanation for why some
highly productive populations on the east coast went from 8 y of
landings more than 100 t with a maximum of almost 300 t
during the late 1970s and early 1980s, down to just more than
10 t a year following such catches. There are many instances of
abalone ﬁsheries around the world where very high catches are
followed by collapse and greatly reduced yields that fail to
recover. Even a small LML may give the impression that it
would provide a minimum secure breeding stock; however, the
self-sustaining nature of reproduction in abalone populations
and the vagaries of successful recruitment suggest that LML
values that are relatively close to the size at maturity are risky.
Although many years may go by without apparent problems, if
a depleted state coincides with years of weak or no successful
recruitment, then particular populations could decline to very
low levels from which they may never recover. This would be
a particular danger if ﬁshing was proceeding at higher than
sustainable levels. The simulations also suggest that slow population declines could occur over decades, even without recruitment failure, which adds a further risk to maintaining an
LML that is smaller than the BML. Setting the LML close to
the average BML for an area does not risk the loss of signiﬁcant
amounts of yield, but offers the potential for reducing the risks
of stock collapse, particularly in the face of adverse recruitment
events. It can be recommended that any LML chosen should
take into account the average size at maturity, leaving a significant buffer before permitting ﬁshing mortality. If growth data
are not available for some areas, some proxy, perhaps related to
some fraction of the maximum observable size, could potentially be used instead.
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APPENDIX 1: THE SIZE-BASED MODEL

diagonal elements, and R is a vector (n) of recruitment numbers
(generally 0 except for the smallest size classes).

Model Variables

Emergence

Terms in bold type are matrices or vectors. Subscript t relates
to year, subscript L relates to length class, and superscript Sp or
Ex relates to spawning or mature and exploitable biomasses,
respectively. Superscripts E and C relate to emergent and cryptic
components, respectively. Superscript M relates to being mature
and exploitable.

Transfer from crypsis into emergence is described using a
standard logistic equation (Haddon 2011, p. 360):

Model Structure

The mortality schedules can differ between the cryptic and
emergent population components, especially if a constant initial
ﬁshing mortality is applied to the emergent population, and
exactly how the ﬁshing mortality is implemented in the model
needs to be reﬂected in the equilibrium and dynamics equations.
The model structure adopted has half of natural mortality occurring followed by growth and ﬁshing mortality, followed by
the remaining natural mortality, which spreads the effects of
natural mortality across the implied dynamics within a year.
Population Dynamics

If survivorship is implemented as half of M, the natural
M
M
mortality—that is, CS ¼ e 2 for cryptic and OS ¼ eð 2 Þ for
emergent—twice in the year (different terms are used to enable
different natural mortality values in cryptic relative to emergent
habitats), with other dynamics between the survivorship (natural mortality) events, then the dynamics can be represented as
NEtþ1 ¼ OS [GOS (NEt þ ENC
t )]

(2)

C
C
NC
tþ1 ¼ CS [GCS (Nt  ENt )] þ R

(3)

and

EL ¼

1
1þ

E
E
E
eLn(19)(LL 50)=(L 95L 50)

(4)

where EL is the proportion of size class L that is emergent, and
LE50 and LE95 are logistic parameters for the emergence curve
being the lengths at which 50% and 95% of cryptic animals
become emergent, respectively.
Growth

The elements of the growth transition matrix, Gi, j, are
deﬁned by



2
LW

Li þ
ðLi Lj Þ
ð2


2
1

2ðs j Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e
dL 
Li ¼ LMin
Gi, j ¼
j

2ps

‘



(5)
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LW

Li þ
ðLi Lj Þ
ð2


2
1

2 ðs j Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ e
dL  LMin < Li # LMax
Gi, j ¼

2ps j

LW
L
i

2

where LW is the class width in millimeters; Lj is the expected
mean length of animals starting in size class j; LMin and LMax
are the minimum and maximum size class considered, respectively; and s j is the expected standard deviation for length class j.
To ensure that all columns sum to 1.0 and to make LMax a plus
group, the ﬁnal row of the matrix is modiﬁed for each column j as
!
LMax
X
GLMax, j ¼ GLMax, j þ 1 
(6)
Gi, j
i¼L1

where NEt and NC
t are vectors of numbers-at-size in year t for
emergent and cryptic abalone, respectively, with n size classes;
N Et,L would be emergent numbers at size L in year t, G is a square
growth transition matrix (n 3 n) speciﬁc to each population but
the same for both sexes, and for cryptic and emergent portions
of each populations, E is a square 0 matrix (n 3 n) with the
proportion emergent by size class, Eq (4), arranged along the

The expected mean size following growth for each initial size
class j is deﬁned using an inverse logistic growth curve that has
been found to describe blacklip abalone growth well (Haddon
et al. 2008):
Lj ¼ Lj þ

MaxDL
1þ

eLn(19)(Lj Lm 50)=(Lm 95Lm 50)

þ eL j

(7)
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where Lm50 and Lm95 are the logistic parameters for the growth
curve being the length at which the growth increment is 50%
and 95% of the maximum, respectively, and MaxDL is the maximum growth increment for the inverse logistic curve describing
abalone growth. Variation around the mean expected growth
increment is assumed to be normal with a standard deviation,
s j, that varies with the growth increment (Haddon et al. 2008):
s ¼
j

Maxs j
1 þ eLn(19)(Lj Lm 95)=(210Lm 95)

The exploitable biomass is estimated as the sum of the
numbers of emergent abalone at size times the selectivity at size
and the weight at size:

where Maxs is the maximum standard deviation describing the
variation around the mean expected growth increment, the
point at which variation is 5% of the maximum is set at 210 mm
and the 50% point is set at Lm95.

LMax
X

BEx
t ¼

L¼LMin

st,L W L N Et,L

(15)

where the numbers of emergent abalone are estimated as
N Et,L ¼ Gi,L OEL N Et1,L þ EL N Ct1,L

(8)

j
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(16)

Alternatively, if knife-edged selectivity is assumed to occur
at the LML, then the theoretical BEx could be calculated as
BEx
t ¼

max
X
L¼LML

W L N Et,L

(17)

Weight at Length

The weight (WL)-at-length (L) relationship has the usual
power form with parameters a and b:
W L ¼ aLb

(9)

Mature Biomass

Maturity at size, mL, is described by another logistic curve
using parameters a and b, such that the size at 50% maturity is
ða=bÞ, and the interquartile distance is 2Lnð3Þ=b:
e(aþbL)
mL ¼
1 þ e(aþbL)

(10)

and mature or spawning biomass in year t, BSp
t , is estimated
using
BSp
t ¼

Numbers in Catch

To estimate the number and weight of abalone taken in the
catch required the harvest rate, Ht, the selectivity, sL, and the
numbers of emergent abalone N Et,L :
NH
t ¼

L¼LMin

mL W L N Et,L þ mL W L N Ct,L

(11)

where N Et,L and N Ct,L are, respectively, the emergent and cryptic
numbers at size L in year t, which recognizes that some mature
animals may remain in crypsis. The mature biomass vulnerable
to ﬁshing is estimated using
LMax
X
L¼LMin

mL st,L W L N Et,L

(12)

which is the same as the exploitable biomass except it also
includes the proportion mature at a given size.
Selectivity, Harvest Rate, and Exploitable Biomass

1
1 þ eLn(19)(LLS 50)=(LS 95LS 50)

(13)

where Ls50 and Ls95 are logistic parameters for the selectivity
curve being the lengths at which 50% and 95% selection occurs,
respectively. The model can be conditioned on known or
simulated catches in year t, Ct, expressed as annual harvest
rates Ht—that is, the removals are determined from the catches
divided by the exploitable biomass in year t:
Ht ¼

Ct
BEx
t

(14)

H t sL N Et,L

(18)

Including the weight at length generates the catch weight:
Ct ¼

210
X
L¼2

H t sL W L N Et,L

(19)

Recruitment Processes

Recruitment is described using a vector with all new recruits
allocated to the ﬁrst size class and all other size classes being set
to 0. A Beverton-Holt stock recruitment relationship was
assumed, with a and b parameters that were restructured in
terms of steepness, h; unﬁshed mature biomass, BSp
0 ; and the
average unﬁshed recruitment level, R0:
a¼

Selectivity for length L in year t, st,L, is described by another
logistic curve:
st,L ¼

210
X
L¼2

LMax
X

BM
t ¼

However, in Tasmania, the selectivity around the LML is
not knife-edged because divers try to err on the side of caution
when harvesting from the seabed by targeting animals slightly
larger than the LML, so a logistic selectivity curve centered on
the LML appears more appropriate (although this still means
that a small proportion of sublegal abalone could be observed,
which corresponds to occasional observations in commercial
catches).

4hR0
5h  1

and

b¼

B0 (1  h)
5h  1

(20)

Using this reparameterization the Beverton-Holt relationship
becomes
Rtþ1 ¼

4hR0 BSp
t
Sp
(1  h)BSp
0 þ (5h  1)Bt

eesR =2 , e ¼ N(0, s2R )
2

(21)

The expected residual error distribution around the recruitment is log-normal; sR is the standard deviation of the
natural logarithm of the recruitment residuals, and s2R =2 is
a bias correction term that ensures that the time series of
estimated recruitments relates to the mean rather than the
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median recruitment level (Hastings & Peacock 1975). If the sR
term is set as a very small number, the recruitment will be
effectively deterministic.
A0 can be deﬁned as the mature stock biomass that would
develop given a constant recruitment level of 1. Thus, at a biomass of A0, distributed across a stable size distribution, the
resulting recruitment level would be R0 ¼ 1. A0 acts as a scaling
factor in the recruitment equations by providing the link between
R0 and BSp
0 . A0 can thus be estimated by setting the annual
recruitment level to 1, obtaining the equilibrium size distribution
using Eqs (23) and (24), and then applying Eq (11). At the virgin
biomass per recruit, A0, the average unﬁshed recruitment level,
R0, is related directly to the unﬁshed mature, or spawning,
biomass, BSp
0 :
BSp
0

¼ R0 A0

(22)

In the simulations, the relative size of each population is
deﬁned by randomly selecting (from a log-normal distribution)
an initial unﬁshed average recruitment, R0, which, given the
equilibrium size distribution, provides an estimate of the
populationÕs unﬁshed mature biomass BSp
0 .

Model Initiation

Given constant growth, G, constant recruitment, R, deﬁned
as R0, and constant natural mortality, CS and OS, which are
each the survivorship from half the natural mortality, then at
equilibrium the cryptic component of an unﬁshed population,
NC*, is deﬁned as


NC ¼ (I  ½CS GCS (I  E))1 R

(23)

where I is a unit matrix. Consequently, the equilibrium number
of emergent abalone, NE*, in an unﬁshed population is




NE ¼ (I  OS GOS )1 OS GOS ENC

(24)

To avoid having to begin each simulation in an unﬁshed state,
it was necessary to be able to produce a simulated zone that was
depleted to a required level relative to the unﬁshed state. To do
this, ﬁrst an unﬁshed zone was produced using Eqs (23) and (24),
and then an iterative search was begun that applied a slowly
increasing annual harvest rate to the standard dynamics, as in
Eqs (2) and (3), until the required depletion level had been
achieved. In this way, the recruitment dynamics were included
in the dynamics of the simulated zone.

